An Analog Visual Pre-Processing Processor Employing Cyclic Line Access in Only-Nearest-Neighbor-Interconnects Architecture
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Abstract
An analog focal-plane processor having a 128×128 photodiode array has been developed for directional edge filtering. It can perform 4×4-pixel kernel convolution for entire pixels only with 256 steps of simple analog processing. Newly developed cyclic line access and row-parallel processing scheme in conjunction with the “only-nearest-neighbor interconnects” architecture has enabled a very simple implementation. A proof-of-concept chip was fabricated in a 0.35-µm 2-poly 3-metal CMOS technology and the edge filtering at a rate of 200 frames/sec. has been experimentally demonstrated.

1 Introduction
Directional edge detection in an input image is the most essential operation in early visual processing [1, 2]. Such spatial filtering operations are carried out by taking the convolution between a block of pixels and a weight matrix, requiring a number of multiply-and-accumulate operations. Since the convolution operation must be repeated pixel-by-pixel to scan the entire image, the computation is very expensive and software solutions are not compatible to real-time applications. Therefore, the hardware implementation of focal-plane parallel processing is highly demanded. However, there exists a hard problem which we call the interconnects explosion as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In carrying out a filtering operation for one pixel, the luminance data must be gathered from the nearest-neighbor and second nearest-neighbor pixels. The interconnects necessary for this is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). If such wiring is formed for two rows of pixels, excessively high density overlapping interconnects are required. If we extend this to an entire chip, it is impossible to form the wiring even with the most advanced VLSI interconnects technology. Biology has solved the problem by real 3D-interconnects structures. Since only two dimensional layouts are allowed with a limited number of stacks in VLSI technology, the missing one dimension is crucial. We must overcome the difficulty by introducing new architectures.

In order to achieve real-time performance in image filtering, a number of VLSI chips have been developed in both digital [3, 4] and analog [5, 6, 7] technologies. A flash-convolution processor [4] allows a single \(5 \times 5\)-pixel convolution operation in a single clock cycle by introducing a subtle memory access scheme. However, for an \(N \times M\)-pixel image, it takes \(N \times M\) clock cycles to complete the processing. In the line-parallel processing scheme employed in [7], both row-parallel and column-parallel processing scan the target image several times and the entire filtering finishes in \(O(N+M)\) steps. (A single step includes several clock cycles to control the analog processing.)

The purpose of this work is to present an analog focal-plane CMOS image sensor chip which carries out the directional edge filtering convolution for an \(N \times M\)-pixel image only in \(M\) (or \(N\)) steps. In order to achieve an efficient processing, two key technologies have been introduced: “only-nearest-neighbor interconnects” architecture and “cyclic line access and row-parallel processing”. The former was first developed in [8], and has enabled the convolution including second-nearest-neighbor luminance data only using nearest neighbor interconnects, thus greatly reducing the interconnect complexity. However, the fill factor was sacrificed due to the pixel parallel organization. The problem has been resolved in the present work by “cyclic line access and row-parallel processing.” Namely, the processing elements are separated from the array of photo diodes and the “only-nearest-neighbor interconnects” architecture was realized as a separate module of row-parallel processing elements. The cyclic line access scheme first introduced in the present work has eliminated the redundant data readout operations from the photodiode array and has established a very efficient processing. As a result, it has become possible to complete the edge filtering for a 128\(\times\)128 pixel image only in 128\(\times\)2 steps. A proof-of-concept chip was fabricated in a 0.35-\(\mu\)m 2-poly 3-metal CMOS technology, and the edge detection at a rate of 200 frames/sec. has been experimentally demonstrated.
Figure 2: Edge filtering in the “only-nearest-neighbor interconnects” architecture: (a) first step; (b) second step; (c) all interconnects necessary for pixel parallel processing; (d) PD’s involved in the convolution.
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Figure 3: Edge filtering kernels realized in “only-nearest-neighbor interconnects” architecture: (a) +45 degree; (b) −45 degree; (c) horizontal; (d) vertical.

2 System Organization

The two key technologies employed in the present work are explained in the following.

2.1 “Only-Nearest-Neighbor Interconnects” Architecture

This architecture was first proposed in [8], and experimentally verified with small-scale test circuits (7×7 processing elements without photodiodes). The key feature of the architecture is that photodiodes (PD’s) are placed at four corners of each processing element (PE), and that the luminance data of each PD are shared by four PE’s as shown in Fig. 2.

The edge filtering is carried out as explained below. First, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), pre-processing is carried out in each PE using the luminance data taken from four PD’s located at its corners. Then, the result is transferred to the center PE as shown in Fig. 2 (b) and necessary computation is carried out. This accomplishes the filtering processing for one half of the entire pixels. Then the roles of pre-processing PE’s and center PE’s are interchanged and the same procedure follows to complete the processing for the rest of the pixels. The interconnects necessary for the entire parallel processing is shown in Fig. 2(c). In this manner, every PE can gather all data necessary for the processing from its nearest-neighbor and second nearest-neighbor pixels without complicated crossover interconnects. The kernels illustrated in Fig. 3 have been all realized in this architecture. The luminance data from 12 PD’s enclosed in Fig. 2 (d) are utilized to detect the edge information at the center location.
2.2 Cyclic Line Access and Row-Parallel Processing

A block diagram of the analog edge-filtering processor is given in Fig. 4 (a). It consists of an array of $131 \times 131$ photodiodes (PD’s) and a module for row-parallel processing placed at the bottom of the PD array. Figure 4(b) illustrates the organization of the row processing module, which is composed of four rows of 130 PE’s and five rows of 131 analog memory cells that temporarily store the luminance data read out from the PD array. It should be noted that only three rows of PE’s and four rows of PD’s are sufficient to carry out a single-row processing as explained in reference to Fig. 2(d). However, one extra row of PE’s and one extra row of analog memories for PD data storage were included in the row-parallel processing module. This is essential to carry out a seamless data read out from the PD array and computation without analog data shift within the processing module. The chip yields
the kernel convolution results for one of the rows in the PD array as 128 parallel outputs.

Now, the operation of the row-parallel processing module is explained with reference to Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 5. In order to carry out the convolution for the data in Row 1~4, the PD data are temporarily stored in the analog memory array as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Important to note is that the data from Row 1 are duplicated at the bottom. The convolution operation proceeds using the upper four rows of data as explained in Fig. 5 (a). In the next step, the data from Row 5 are overwritten to the sites of Row 1 data as shown in Fig. 5 (b). The operation proceeds using the lower four rows of data and the second set of outputs is produced. In the third step, the data from Row 6 is overwritten to the sites of Row 2 data (Fig. 5 (c)), and the convolution is taken using the data in the enclosure. Although a part of the data (top two rows) are separated from the rest, the topology of the hardware computation is identical to that explained in Fig. 5 (a). This is because the same set of data is stored in both top and bottom PD memories and the top and bottom PE’s are connected by “cyclic connection” as illustrated in Fig. 4 (b). By introducing such one extra row of PD memories and one extra row of PE’s with cyclic interconnections, row-parallel processing can be seamlessly performed with only a single-row PD data set download at each step.

### 3 Circuit Configurations

In this architecture, we need only two arithmetic operations, i.e., the sum of four inputs and the subtraction.

Figure 6(a) shows the adder circuit using the multiple-input floating-gate source follower [9]. The substrate of $M1$ is connected to the source to avoid the body effect. The transistor $M2$ operates as a current source for fast output voltage stabilization as well as to achieve good linearity. Due to the charge redistribution in the floating gate, the average of the four input voltages appears at the output as

$$V_{out} = \frac{V_1 + V_2 + V_3 + V_4}{4} + |V_{th}|,$$

where $V_{th}$ represents the threshold voltage of $M1$. Here, the four coupling capacitors connected to the floating gate of $M1$ are identical and the capacitance coupling between the floating gate and the ground was assumed to be 0 for simplicity. The electrical charge in the floating gate is initialized periodically using the reset switch ($M3$). The coupling capacitors themselves are also utilized as temporary memories for the PD data read out from the PD array.

Figure 6(b) shows the subtraction circuit, where the same source follower was used. When SW1 and SW2 are turned on, and SW3 is turned off, the following voltage difference is...
Figure 6: Adder circuit (a) and subtraction circuit (b) using floating-gate MOS technology.

developed across the capacitor $C_5$:

$$
\frac{(V_{in_{p1}} + V_{in_{p2}}) - (V_{in_{m1}} + V_{in_{m2}})}{4}.
$$

Then, SW1 and SW2 are turned off, and SW3 is turned on. As a result, the output voltage $V_{out}$ becomes

$$
V_{out} = \frac{(V_{in_{p1}} + V_{in_{p2}}) - (V_{in_{m1}} + V_{in_{m2}})}{4} + V_{ref} + |V_{th}|
$$

where $V_{th}$ represents the threshold voltage of $M_1$.

4 Experimental Results

A proof-of-concept chip was designed and fabricated in a 0.35-$\mu$m 2-poly 3-metal CMOS technology. Figure 7 shows the photomicrograph of the chip, and the chip specifications are given in Table 1. Since the pitch of a single PE unit is larger than the pitch of the PD array, 130 PE units are laid out as two separate L-shaped blocks at the periphery of the PD array as seen in the chip photomicrograph. Successful operation of the chip was experimentally verified.

An example is shown in Fig. 8, where the experimental results for −45-degree edge filtering are demonstrated. Since the thresholding circuitry was not implemented in the present chip, only the convolution results are shown. 128 parallel outputs from the test chip were multiplexed for observation using the external multiplexers mounted on a milled printed circuit board. The vertical stripes observed in the result are due to the resistance variation in the external interconnects poorly produced on the milled printed circuit board.

It was experimentally confirmed the chip operates at 1000 frames/sec. However, the operation is limited by the integration time of PD’s and typical motion images are processed at about 200 frames/sec. The power dissipation in the PE’s was 25 mW and that in the PD array was 40mW.

5 Conclusions

An analog edge-filtering processor has been developed based on the two key technologies: “only-nearest-neighbor interconnects” architecture and “cyclic line access and row-parallel
Table 1: Chip Specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Technology</td>
<td>0.35 μm CMOS, 2-Poly, 3-Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Size</td>
<td>9.8 mm x 9.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Supply</td>
<td>3.3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Frequency</td>
<td>50M Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Dissipation</td>
<td>25 mW (PE Array)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE Operation</td>
<td>1000 Frames/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Frame Rate</td>
<td>200 Frames/sec (limited by PD integration time)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Chip photomicrograph.

Figure 8: Experimental set up (a), and measurement results of −45 degree edge filtering convolution (b).

processing”. As a result, the convolution operation involving second nearest-neighbor pixel data for an \( N \times N \)-pixel image can be performed only in \( 2N \) steps. The edge filtering operation for \( 128 \times 128 \)-pixel images at 200 frames/sec. has been experimentally demonstrated. The chip meets the requirement of low-power and real-time-response applications.
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